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benchmark return of 10.90%. Largest contributors
to performance here were the previously
mentioned large growth fund, and a foreign
small/mid growth fund.

Model 14
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 17.46%
YTD Benchmark Return: 15.71%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +1.75%
Top Exposures: US Stocks(57%), Euro Stocks(17%)

Model 14, our most aggressive model, targets
100% to risky assets. The model is up 17.46% vs
15.71% for its benchmark, a value add of +1.75%.
The two US growth funds referenced at the
beginning of this letter were the top contributors
to performance.

As always, we remain humble, but are very pleased
with 2019 YTD performance thus far. Regardless of
absolute returns of the markets, we strive to
outperform the passive alternative after all fees. In
total, we offer fourteen diversified models, ten of
which were able to beat their benchmarks after
fees YTD. On average, the fourteen models added
value of +0.74% above their benchmarks after fees.

We think the ability to beat the passive alternative
after fees over the long run is the best response to
financial media skepticism regarding the role of
active management, and the most transparent way
to hold ourselves accountable.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Every investment program has the potential for loss as well as profit. Results are shown net of fees and expenses and assume the 
reinvestment of all earnings. Comparisons to benchmarks are for informational purposes only. A particular model portfolio may be subject to greater risk and/or volatility than its relevant 
benchmark. Cape Ann Capital’s annual fee of 0.65% is applied to model returns. Model returns would be higher for clients with portfolios larger than $1 million since they pay a lower fee rate. 
Cape Ann Capital’s fee is not debited from benchmark returns. Results are pro-forma; as such they reflect models as currently constructed. Cape Ann Capital reviews its models once a year. 

Markets Recap
After sliding in May, stocks reversed course in June
with a dramatic rally. Through Q2, US Stocks
returned 18.62% YTD. Foreign equity markets
advanced between 9.89% and 15.40%. Diversifiers
like US Cash, US Bonds, and Commodities, returned
between 1.21% and 6.06%.

Q2 Report Card
Year-to-date returns for the twelve mutual funds
on our buy list range from 1.91% up to 25.88%.
Eleven of twelve buy list funds are adding value
YTD, with an average value add of +1.91% above
their style benchmark.

Three stock funds with a primarily domestic focus
led the way: a midcap growth fund at 25.88%, a
large growth fund at 25.36%, and a small-cap blend
fund at 19.92% YTD. These three funds were able
to outpace the hefty return of US Stocks as a whole
(18.62%). Our bottom two funds were an ultrashort
bond fund at 1.91% with returns predominantly

linked to US Cash, and a mortgage-backed
securities fund at 4.74% with returns linked to both
US Cash and US Bonds. For comparison, the broad
US Bond market earned 6.06%, and US Cash
notched 1.21% YTD.

Let us now shift focus to three of our model
portfolios. The performance of each model is
benchmarked against a blend of the seven major
asset classes, the returns of which are shown in the
Asset Class Return chart to the left.

Model 2
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 4.17%
YTD Benchmark Return: 3.47%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +0.70%
Top Exposures: US Cash (67%), US Bonds (22%)

Model 2 targets 89% safe assets (cash and bonds),
and returned 4.17% YTD after fees. This was
+0.70% better than its passive benchmark. The
aforementioned ultrashort bond fund, as well as a
global multisector bond fund were the largest
contributors to performance.

Model 8
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 11.66%
YTD Benchmark Return: 10.90%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +0.76%
Top Exposures: US Bonds (44%), US Stocks (29%)

Model 8 targets a roughly 50/50 balance between
safe assets (bonds) and risky assets (stocks and
commodities). With a 11.66% YTD return, the
model earned +0.76% more than its passive
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